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Current Key PoliciesCurrent Key Policies

�� Improve International Improve International 

CompetitivenessCompetitiveness

�� Reduce the Regulatory BurdenReduce the Regulatory Burden

�� Achieve greater effectiveness Achieve greater effectiveness 

with public fundingwith public funding

�� Improve Quality and SkillsImprove Quality and Skills

�� Improve Sustainability Improve Sustainability 

�� Invest public funds when Invest public funds when 

essential to achieve public essential to achieve public 

benefitbenefit
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The significance of Tourism in the UKThe significance of Tourism in the UK

•• Tourism is one of our largest industriesTourism is one of our largest industries

-- worth worth ££115.4bn to the economy, 8.9% of UK GDP115.4bn to the economy, 8.9% of UK GDP

•• Tourism supports 2.645 million jobs (directly and Tourism supports 2.645 million jobs (directly and 
indirectly) indirectly) 

•• Inbound Tourism is the UKInbound Tourism is the UK’’s 3s 3rdrd highest export earner highest export earner 

-- 29.9 million visitors, spending 29.9 million visitors, spending ££16bn16bn

-- London attracts half of all inbound visitor spend, London attracts half of all inbound visitor spend, 

the rest of England 37%, Scotland 8% and Wales 2%the rest of England 37%, Scotland 8% and Wales 2%

(2009 data)(2009 data)



Value of UK Tourism Value of UK Tourism 

80%    
approx



Visitor Economy Visitor Economy -- profileprofile



Tourism benefits:Tourism benefits:

�� Economic benefits are pervasiveEconomic benefits are pervasive……

•• The The ““Foot and MouthFoot and Mouth”” realisation realisation –– locally, everywherelocally, everywhere

•• Businesses and Services (Businesses and Services (SMEsSMEs) ) –– the margin for viabilitythe margin for viability

�� TodayToday’’s purpose: s purpose: 

““We need to raise the profile of Domestic Tourism                We need to raise the profile of Domestic Tourism                
and itand it’’s contribution to local economic Developments contribution to local economic Development””

•• Compared with other business activities, most of the            Compared with other business activities, most of the            
economic benefits of Domestic tourism impact locallyeconomic benefits of Domestic tourism impact locally

�� Tourism brings more than economic benefits:Tourism brings more than economic benefits:

•• Social and cultural benefits to communities,                    Social and cultural benefits to communities,                    
and to visitorsand to visitors

•• NonNon--economic benefits are greatly undereconomic benefits are greatly under--appreciatedappreciated



Summary of UK position:Summary of UK position:

�� World Tourism growth is almost certainly World Tourism growth is almost certainly 
inexorableinexorable

�� UK is losing out UK is losing out –– slower growth,            slower growth,            
lost global share, shorter stays,           lost global share, shorter stays,           
lower spend, declining reputation, lower spend, declining reputation, 

�� UncompetitivenessUncompetitiveness ––
APD, VAT and Visa chargesAPD, VAT and Visa charges

�� Domestic Tourism and Day Trips             Domestic Tourism and Day Trips             
are falsely boosted by APD are falsely boosted by APD 
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Recent GovernmentRecent Government’’s attitude to           s attitude to           

Public Funding for Tourism:Public Funding for Tourism:

““The Tourism sector does very wellThe Tourism sector does very well……..

DonDon’’t keep asking for handoutst keep asking for handouts……..  ..  

You are a successful industry/sector already.  You are a successful industry/sector already.  

If it will be more profitable, businesses should invest more. If it will be more profitable, businesses should invest more. 

Stop WhingeingStop Whingeing……....””



DCMS role in sponsoring tourismDCMS role in sponsoring tourism



�� A need and determination to succeed,                            A need and determination to succeed,                            
i.e. overcome economic crisis, return to growthi.e. overcome economic crisis, return to growth

�� Tourism industryTourism industry’’s claim for s claim for ““differentdifferent”” treatment is not understood or treatment is not understood or 
acceptedaccepted

�� Tourism is an easy tax targetTourism is an easy tax target…….(e.g. APD).(e.g. APD)……

�� As yet, Coalition Policies are As yet, Coalition Policies are cutscuts--drivendriven, not , not growthgrowth--drivendriven and the and the 
Treasury doesnTreasury doesn’’t accept the rationale for investment in tourismt accept the rationale for investment in tourism

�� Prime MinisterPrime Minister’’s personal commitment to optimise tourism s personal commitment to optimise tourism 

�� Recent policies: Recent policies: 

•• 34% cut in funding for VB and VE, 34% cut in funding for VB and VE, 

despite Olympics, despite Olympics, 

•• and cut funding via and cut funding via RDAsRDAs, with no new infrastructure, with no new infrastructure

�� The Minister is persuaded by the logic, but shackled by dogma   The Minister is persuaded by the logic, but shackled by dogma   
……and stronger Ministers have other and stronger Ministers have other ““prioritiespriorities””

�� A new Tourism Strategy is imminent (January 2011)A new Tourism Strategy is imminent (January 2011)

The Government positionThe Government position
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2011 Challenges and Opportunities:2011 Challenges and Opportunities:
Challenges Challenges -- Worries:Worries:

�� Shrinking disposable income Shrinking disposable income 

�� Timing Timing –– radical changes and cuts before continuity. Inability to make cradical changes and cuts before continuity. Inability to make cuts to uts to 
most constructive Tourism effect most constructive Tourism effect 

�� Disintegration of delivery structures, Uncertainty, Loss of expeDisintegration of delivery structures, Uncertainty, Loss of expertisertise

�� Shifting sands, moving goal posts, political uncertaintyShifting sands, moving goal posts, political uncertainty

�� Inadequate public funding and tourismInadequate public funding and tourism--relevant incentivesrelevant incentives

�� Future Enablers/Deliverers: Future Enablers/Deliverers: LEPsLEPs –– funding, commitment and effectiveness.          funding, commitment and effectiveness.          
DMOsDMOs disparity.  Local Authorities: cuts and priorities  disparity.  Local Authorities: cuts and priorities  

�� How to build a new Network/Hub: move from fragmentation, to effeHow to build a new Network/Hub: move from fragmentation, to effective ctive 
implementationimplementation

�� Strongly declined international competitivenessStrongly declined international competitiveness

Opportunities Opportunities –– and reasons for Optimism:and reasons for Optimism:

�� Comparatively excellent products.  Intrinsic demand Comparatively excellent products.  Intrinsic demand –– desire to visit desire to visit 

�� Home holidays relative affordability improvingHome holidays relative affordability improving

�� Force Force majeurmajeur innovationinnovation……Survival of the fittestSurvival of the fittest…… Inventive evolution Inventive evolution 

�� Trend back to longer distance, longer stays Trend back to longer distance, longer stays –– explore, discoverexplore, discover

�� Tourism is lifeTourism is life--enhancing, real experiences irreplaceableenhancing, real experiences irreplaceable

�� Political realisation, and recognition for Tourism, eventuallyPolitical realisation, and recognition for Tourism, eventually…………



What concerns me most is DeliveryWhat concerns me most is Delivery
�� The new PublicThe new Public--Private Sector delivery entities: Private Sector delivery entities: 

�� VisitEnglandVisitEngland to lead at the national level (competent, but will they have to lead at the national level (competent, but will they have 
adequate authority? funding? core services?)adequate authority? funding? core services?)

�� The GovernmentThe Government’’s chosen delivery entities s chosen delivery entities –– LEPLEPss

•• Embryonic, inadequate influential participation, Government deteEmbryonic, inadequate influential participation, Government determinationrmination

•• No central funding (?), wider remit, how much into Tourism?No central funding (?), wider remit, how much into Tourism?

•• Regional Growth FundRegional Growth Fund –– too little, too limitedtoo little, too limited

�� DMODMOss --"Destination Management Organisations" "Destination Management Organisations" ……maybe via a VE run maybe via a VE run 
"Council of Destinations""Council of Destinations"

•• But But whatwhat are are DMOsDMOs??……..constitution, participants, activities,                       ..constitution, participants, activities,                       
…… from letterhead from letterhead -- to Head Officeto Head Office

•• WhereWhere are they: an unare they: an un--joinedjoined--up patchwork quilt, with overlap, and big up patchwork quilt, with overlap, and big 
gaps in coverage?gaps in coverage?

•• How competentHow competent: good/average/poor: good/average/poor--weak weak 

•• How to achieve consistency?How to achieve consistency?

�� LALAss are key tourism participants, with even less funds and no statuare key tourism participants, with even less funds and no statutory remittory remit



The challenges for VE and the industry:The challenges for VE and the industry:

•• Realising the potential benefits of Tourism requires more than Realising the potential benefits of Tourism requires more than 
the success of individual businesses at the local level  the success of individual businesses at the local level  

Many tourism businesses are mutually competitive  Many tourism businesses are mutually competitive  

Collective action and cohesion is required to achieve more Collective action and cohesion is required to achieve more 

•• How to move from the policy "aspirations" of the evolved How to move from the policy "aspirations" of the evolved 
Framework to Framework to ““effective implementation?effective implementation?

•• How to grow a cohesive, collaborative delivery system from the How to grow a cohesive, collaborative delivery system from the 
ground up, dependant on voluntary commitment?ground up, dependant on voluntary commitment?

•• Remember the "Remember the "PlacemakingPlacemaking Charter"?Charter"?

What concerns me most is DeliveryWhat concerns me most is Delivery



Implementing agreed strategies:Implementing agreed strategies:

�� Unless a Unless a ““functioning networkfunctioning network”” is formed and funded,               is formed and funded,               
and made integral to the new arrangements,                     and made integral to the new arrangements,                     
the VE Framework Action Plans will not be properly the VE Framework Action Plans will not be properly 
implemented and the potential growth, development, implemented and the potential growth, development, 
quality and economic benefits will not be achieved.  quality and economic benefits will not be achieved.  

�� Essential aspects: Essential aspects: 
•• Authority from DCMS to VE to provide inspirational leadership   Authority from DCMS to VE to provide inspirational leadership   

and influence available fundingand influence available funding

•• Collaborative processes (a reCollaborative processes (a re--organised Partners for England and organised Partners for England and 
subsub--Group Group ““Council of DestinationsCouncil of Destinations””),),

•• High profile communicationHigh profile communication

•• Implementation of common systems and standards,Implementation of common systems and standards,



Ensuring whatever public funding is Ensuring whatever public funding is 

available, is justified available, is justified 

�� Whatever public investment is available for Tourism must be closWhatever public investment is available for Tourism must be closely ely 

monitored and evaluated (including any invested via monitored and evaluated (including any invested via LEPsLEPs).  ).  

VB and VE should be tasked and funded to audit and report VB and VE should be tasked and funded to audit and report 

�� The national Tourist Boards and London (VB, VS,VW,VE,VL) have  The national Tourist Boards and London (VB, VS,VW,VE,VL) have  

a detailed coa detailed co--operation contract, defining roles, responsibilities and operation contract, defining roles, responsibilities and 

agreement processes: but it is not adequately followed, and we dagreement processes: but it is not adequately followed, and we don't on't 

know know -- implementation should be independently audited and implementation should be independently audited and 

reported on biannually (to Governments and industry)reported on biannually (to Governments and industry)

�� DCMS should encourage and fund dispersal (mainly exDCMS should encourage and fund dispersal (mainly ex--London):  London):  

This boosts London and the rest of Britain.This boosts London and the rest of Britain.
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Tourism is Tourism is aspirationalaspirational……

“In spite of occasional shocks, international tourist arrivals have shown virtually 

uninterrupted growth – from 25 million in 1950, to 277 million in 1980, to 438 

million in 1990, to 681 million in 2000, and the current 880 million.” UNWTO



Too many tourists, so who do we want?Too many tourists, so who do we want?

Global tourism demand Global tourism demand willwill outstrip capacity of popular destinations                      outstrip capacity of popular destinations                      
and visits will have to be rationed and visits will have to be rationed 

•• Because there is an absolute capacity to transportation, Because there is an absolute capacity to transportation, 

and facilities and services, and the environment and ambience atand facilities and services, and the environment and ambience at destinationsdestinations

The fundamental shift must beThe fundamental shift must be……..

�� From Marketing From Marketing -- The cult of The cult of ““we want morewe want more””: : 
•• Tapping into and increasing demand, outTapping into and increasing demand, out--promoting competitorspromoting competitors

�� To Management To Management 
•• Selective promotion, managed activities:  Selective promotion, managed activities:  

Who to attract, where to, when and what for Who to attract, where to, when and what for –– and how to achieve itand how to achieve it

Pricing cannot be the only appropriate mechanism to manage demanPricing cannot be the only appropriate mechanism to manage demand.  d.  
Destinations/Nations must determine preferred visitors, and targDestinations/Nations must determine preferred visitors, and target them, with et them, with 
incentives incentives -- while discouraging others (maybe through selective and graded twhile discouraging others (maybe through selective and graded taxes)axes)



We should differentiate between           We should differentiate between           

Good and Bad tourismGood and Bad tourism

�� Tourism trip types/experiences should be graded Tourism trip types/experiences should be graded 

•• -- from Beneficial (to the destination and host community) from Beneficial (to the destination and host community) 

-- to Detrimentalto Detrimental

�� Detrimental tourism should be deterred Detrimental tourism should be deterred 

•• (maybe even taxing it, to boost Beneficial tourism?) (maybe even taxing it, to boost Beneficial tourism?) 

�� Outbound Tourism to developing countries should be Outbound Tourism to developing countries should be 

recognised by DFID as recognised by DFID as ““Development AidDevelopment Aid””,,
•• and be incentivised (maybe via differentiated APD?)and be incentivised (maybe via differentiated APD?)



Tourism and Sustainability Tourism and Sustainability 

-- using carbonusing carbon

�� ThereThere’’s use of carbon that is beneficial to humanity s use of carbon that is beneficial to humanity ……and and 
use of carbon that is detrimental.  Of course, all carbon use use of carbon that is detrimental.  Of course, all carbon use 
should be minimized.should be minimized.

�� Tourism is a lifeTourism is a life--enhancing, destinationenhancing, destination--enriching enriching 
phenomenon. phenomenon. 

�� People use carbon when they stay at home, net additional People use carbon when they stay at home, net additional 
use in tourism should be our focus.  use in tourism should be our focus.  

�� We should work together to stop the We should work together to stop the demonisationdemonisation of of 
leisure tourism, especially aviation.  leisure tourism, especially aviation.  

�� We should grade the We should grade the desirabilitydesirability of the causes of carbon, of the causes of carbon, 
and hence the use of carbon.  Encourage beneficial use.  and hence the use of carbon.  Encourage beneficial use.  

�� LetLet’’s say: s say: ““Turn off lights, not tourismTurn off lights, not tourism””



Taxing Tourism Taxing Tourism 

–– are we sure it's bad?are we sure it's bad?

�� APD APD –– for so long as it is maintained: for so long as it is maintained: 

•• Boosts Domestic Tourism Boosts Domestic Tourism -- influences UK residents to influences UK residents to 

stay at homestay at home

•• Is a key reason for Government to fund inbound Is a key reason for Government to fund inbound 

marketingmarketing

�� If hypothecated, an optional, local tourism tax can be a If hypothecated, an optional, local tourism tax can be a 

good thing for the UKgood thing for the UK’’s industrys industry



The prospects for Domestic Tourism The prospects for Domestic Tourism 

–– a bright outlook!a bright outlook!


